
>>> MEMORY

There have been two major developments within the memory sector in the last few years. Firstly, an
increasing number of products now offer storage of more than a terabyte. Second is the advent of solid-
state memory as a viable consumer product, offering vastly reduced latency and access times, as well as
being much more robust than traditional drives.

Although the CPU and the graphics cards are often considered the most important components for
overall performance, a number of other factors come in to play. For the discerning user, every part of
the PC can be upgraded or customised to offer the very best performance possible. Matt Grainger
examines some of the other product categories that can boost a PC’s power…

The sum of its parts
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[ ]CORSAIR CMP12GX3M3A1600C9
DOMINATOR

SRP: £389.99
Distributor: Realtime Distribution

They say: A kit of DDR3 SDRAM DIMMs based
upon Corsair’s high performance Dominator
family of memory which includes Intel’s
Extreme Memory Profiles

Specs: Three matched 4GB modules for use in
high performance i7 tri-channel systems, Intel
Extreme Memory Profile support, Airflow pro
fan included

[ ]CORSAIR FORCE 240GB

SRP: £499.99
Distributor: Realtime Distribution

They say: Based on the SandForce SF-1200 SSD Processor,
the Corsair Force Series SSDs are the ultimate performance
drive. Your system will start up faster, applications and
games will load quicker and you will see a huge
improvement in overall system responsiveness

Specs: 2.5-inch form factor with 3.5-inch bracket, maximum
read 285mbps, maximum write speed of 275mbps
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[ ]WD VELOCIRAPTOR
600GB

SRP: £230
Distributors:
Ingram Micro, VIP
Computers

They say: The PC
enthusiasts’
favourite 10,000
RPM hard drive is
still the fastest,
most dangerous
carnivore around.
Now with an ultra-
fast 32MB cache,
SATA 6Gb/s
interface and
twice the capacity of
previous generations.

Specs: 600GB spindle drive, 10,000 RPM,
32 MB buffer cache, 3ms average latency, SATA
6Gbps interface, 1.4 million hours mean time
between failure

>>> MEMORY

[ ]G-SKILL RIPJAWS 
V-SERIES 128GB BUNDLE

SRP: £99.99
Distributor: M2m Direct

They say: G-Skill Ripjaws Gaming Series Memory is designed to
optimise the high performance DIMMs for reliability in order to give
gamers consistently fantastic FPS, while maintaining a solid
overclock to prevent a mid-game PC failure from memory errors

Specs: DDR3 dual-channel, up to 1899MHz, heatspreader design,
fits Intel P55 chipset, up to 8GB capacity

[ ]G-SKILL TRIDENT 

SRP: : £185
Distributor: M2m Direct

They say: G-Skill has been continually working to develop
the ultimate high performance memory in order to satisfy
the demands of top overclockers and PC enthusiasts
worldwide. This device pushes the hardware limit even
further than ever

Specs: DDR3, 2000 MHz, includes three 2GB modules, fits
Intel X58 chipset

>>>

[ ]KINGSTON SSDNOW
V-SERIES 128GB BUNDLE

SRP: £215
Distributor: Ingram Micro

They say: Kingston introduces its SSDNow V Series drives to help
consumers and organisations of all sizes and consumers enhance the
performance of computers with a Serial ATA interface

Specs: 128GB capacity, sequential speed up to 200MB/s read, up to
160MB/s write, rugged build
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>>> POWER SUPPLIES

An efficient power supply is often overlooked as an important factor in a PC’s performance. Nonetheless,
an effective PSU can ensure that every component works at its best, while an inadequate one can leave
the user with nothing more than a wash of static and the smell of burning.

[ ]ENERMAX MODU87+

SRP: £115.90
Distributor: C&J Computers

They say: The award winning Modu87+ utilises dynamic hybrid
transformer topology to offer extremely high efficiency with the most
durable and stable output at any load

Specs: Compliant with all current Intel and AMD processors, up to four
high-performance 12V rails, modular cable management, future-proofed
10/12 pin connectors, full support for DX11 graphics cards, integrated
13.9cm cooling fan, supports SLI and CrossFire systems

[ ]ANTEC TRUEPOWER
QUATTRO 1200W

SRP: £250
Distributor: VIP Computers 

They say: Combining 1200 watts of stable and quiet power with cutting-edge
efficiency and style, the TruePower Quattro 1200 blasts ahead of the competition

Specs: PowerCache delivers extra reserves when needed, SLI and CrossFireX certified,
designed to support quad-core CPUs and GPUs, quiet 80mm cooling fan

[ ]XIGMATEK NRP-PC702

SRP: £69.99
Distributor: Realtime Distribution

They say: NRP-PC702, the latest Xigmatek
high efficiency and eco-friendly power supply
not only boots up your PC but makes efforts for
our mother Earth

Specs: 85 per cent AC/DC switching efficiency,
DC quality with low ripple noise for better
performance, 140mm silent cooling fan
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>>> MOTHERBOARDS

The motherboard is arguably the most important part of a PC. A good motherboard can improve the
performance of every part of the machine, while a bad one can completely negate the benefits of even
the best components.

[ ]ASUS RAMPAGE III EXTREME

SRP: £174
Distributors: VIP Computers, 
Spire Technology 

They say: The Republic of
Gamers consists of only
the best of the best
and the Rampage III
Extreme supports the
latest processors and
graphics cards with USB 3.0 on
an X58 chipset

Specs: Supports Intel Core i7, X58 chipset, USB 3.0 support,
PCIe 2.0, tri-channel DDR3, 6Gbps SATA, eight-channel audio, bundled
with 3DMark and Kaspersky antivirus

[ ]ASROCK X58 EXTREME 3

SRP: £150
Distributors: Spire Technology,
VIP Computers, EntaTech, 
MT Electronics

They say: A reliable motherboard
produced under Asrock’s consistently
stringent quality control. It delivers
excellent performance with robust design
conforming to Asrock’s commitment to
quality and endurance

Specs: Supports Gulftown six-core CPU, Asrock DuraCap for 2.5 times longer
lifetime, V8 power phase design, supports triple-channel DDR3 2000, supports
SLI and CrossFireX including three-way and quad configurations, one
eSATAII/USB connection, two SATA3 6Gbps connectors, two USB 3.0 ports

>>>

[ ]XIGMATEK WHITE KNIGHT

SRP: £59.99
Distributor: Realtime Distribution

They say: Designed with gaming and
cooling in mind, including tool-free hard
drive and add-on card installation, a CPU
cooler back plate window, four pipe holes
for a water cooling system and space for
up to seven cooling fans

Specs: World’s first fully white coated
chassis, preinstalled 120mm front and rear
fans with white LED, screw-less tooling for
5.25-inch and 3.25-inch and expansion
bay installation, RPM speed control knob
for three fans

[ ]ENERMAX VOLCANUS

SRP: £91.90
Distributor: C&J Computers

They say: The new ATX Midi Tower Volcanus is dedicated to enthusiastic
gamers, a case which overcomes apparent opposites. The flames on the
front and side panels meet an advanced and powerful cooling concept

Specs: Unique flame design on front and side panels, integrated 14cm
front fan with LED backlighting, tool-free system assembly, two USB 2.0
ports, eSATA and HD/AC’97 audio, passive cooling, holes for water cooling,
bottom mounted PSU

>>> CASES
A high-end case is often the first clue that the user is a serious PC enthusiast, but a good unit can offer
more than just looks. It can improve air flow, support water cooling and offer a much wider scope for
expansion and upgrade than a basic beige box.

[ ]ANTEC DARK FLEET DF-85

SRP: £174
Distributor: VIP Computers

They say: The DF-85 is the gaming
case re-envisioned, with all the
award-winning build quality that
made Antec cases famous and
plenty of airy, wide-open
expandability with 14 total drive
bays and seven expansion slots

Specs: Three separate access doors,
washable fan filters, top 2.5-inch
hot-swappable drive bay, 14 drive
bays, integrated air cooling system,
water cooling ready, seven
expansion slots



>>> COOLING
There are now two methods of cooling available to consumers: traditional air coolers use an array of fans
and fins to disperse heat, while water cooling offers a more efficient – albeit more expensive – way to
conduct heat away from the processor cores.

[ ]COOLIT VANTAGE ALC

SRP: £114.99
Distributor: Realtime Distribution

They say: Vantage ALC provides an
elegantly engineered cooling solution
that is compatible with CoolIT’s Maestro
software control platform that allows for
remote control and monitoring, offering
features thus far unseen in the PC market

Specs: Out of the box support for 775,
1156, 1366, AM2, AM2+ and AM3 CPU
sockets, three cooling performance
modes (quiet, performance and full
all-in-one water cooling)

[ ]XIGMATEK THOR’S HAMMER

SRP: £43.99
Distributor: Realtime Distribution

They say: Thor’s Hammer
symbolises the strength and
efficiency required of today’s
cooling for overheating Core i7
CPUs

Specs: Direct touch technology
means heat pipes are in direct
contact with the CPU for more
efficient cooling, optional fan can be
installed for extra cooling if
required, efficient air flow provided
by dual fin combination

[ ]ASROCK 890FX DELUXE 3

SRP: £120
Distributor: Spire Technology, EntaTech, VIP
Computers, MT Electronics

They say: The Asrock 890FX Deluxe
3 is the only motherboard in the
world to offer four USB 3.0
ports

Specs:
Supports
Phenom II X6 
6-core CPU, auto-
overclocking
software, cool heatpipe
design, supports dual, 
three-way and quad
CrossFireX, one eSATA3
connector, eight SATA3
6Gbps connectors, four USB
3.0 ports

[ ]ASROCK H55M PRO

SRP: £73
Distributor: Spire
Technology, VIP Computers,
EntaTech, MT Electronics

They say: The H55M Pro has been awarded ‘best
for under $100’, ‘best for multi-monitor office’ and ‘best for service
replacement/upgrade’ by Toms Hardware

Specs: Asrock DuraCap, supports dual channel DDR3 2600+, supports CrossFireX
and quad CrossFireX, two PCIe 2.0 x16 slots, multiple VGA outputs (D-Sub, DVI-
D, HDMI), supports HD and blu-ray playback, one powered eSATAII/USB
connector, combo cooler option

>>> MOTHERBOARDS
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>>> KIT AND TOOLS
The ability to tweak and upgrade a PC is not limited solely to components. Fan ports can be filtered and
ports blocked to improve the overall functionality and lifespan of a PC, while multi-monitor support – a
gamer favourite – can also be offered.

[ ]HIS DISPLAYPORT TO
DL-DVI EYEFINITY ADAPTER

SRP: £70
Distributor: M2m Direct

They say: Prepare to experience riveting high-definition gaming with an ATI Eyefinity
graphics card, expand your visual real estate across up to six displays and get lost in
the action with revolutionary ATI Eyefinity Technology

Specs: Enables ATI multiple display, supports up to six monitors, works with either
single or dual link connections, requires ATI Radeon graphics card with Windows 7 or
Vista

[ ]HIS MULTI-VIEW II ADAPTER

SRP: £60
Distributor: M2m Direct

They say: Imagine surfing the web, reading emails, watching a DVD
and even working on presentations all at once without flipping through
windows

Specs: Supports up to 2.4MP resolution on six monitors, no additional
software required, PC and Mac compatible

[ ]HIS GAMERS TOOLKIT

SRP: TBC
Distributor: M2m Direct

They say: The ultimate mini tool set
for hardware installation, desktop
installation and electronic device
repair

Specs: Includes screwdriver kit with
four screwdriver heads, spirit level,
dust cleaner for ports and vents, 
LED light

[ ]LAMPTRON FAN
CONTROLLER 6

SRP: £40.99
Distributor: Meroncourt

They say: The FC6 fan controller is
a great alternative to those other
boring fan controllers with single
colour displays. Control your fans in
style of your choice of seven different
colours

Specs: Fits 5.25-inch bay, power
output of up to 20W, control four 3-
pin channels, temperature
monitoring, CNC milled face plate,
available in black or silver aluminium

[ ]LAMPTRON UV
SENSITIVE FAN FILTER

SRP: £3.49
Distributor: Meroncourt

They say: Lamptron’s polycarbonate
UV sensitive steel mesh fan filter is
easy to clean, install and long-lasting

Specs: 120mm, easy installation,
easy to clean

[ ]LAMPTRON ADVANCED
SLOT PROTECT

SRP: £3.49
Distributor: Meroncourt

They say: Over time, dust build-up
can become significant enough to
cause contact problems with newly
installed PCI cards or extra RAM
memory. Not with Lamptron’s
PCI/RAM slots

Specs: Designed for RAM slots, PCI
slots, PCIe x1 slots and PCIe x16 slots


